
MSM Board Meeting April 22, 2013
Kyle’s house

Attending:   Byron, Claudia, Dennis, Evelyn, Heather, Jordan, Keith, Nate, Susan
Manager Kyle Goulet

Facilitator Keith
Time Keeper Jordan
Vibes Monitor Evelyn
Note Taker Susan

March 18 Consensus Training and Board Minutes approved.

Review Committees
Keith reported on Crafts.  There have been 26 applicants, 20 of which have been 
approved for vending.   (Kyle notes that there are 8 more applicants to review)
There were no restrictions on the kind of craft that would be accepted.
Keith to phone Janet re: next review session for crafters.

Evelyn reported on Farm.  There are 3 newly approved vendors.  The committee 
admitted a vendor who sells Grains provisionally.  The farm committee is hoping to get 
someone who is closer to Victoria who will sell grain.   It is felt that commuting from such 
a long distance is not ecologically friendly.  Kyle to find out if juiced wheat grass is low 
or high risk to insure VIHA guidelines are followed. BIKE RACKED (Board members to 
use Writeboard in BaseCamp to determine what are the geographical boundaries of 
“local.”)

Heather reported on NFP/Service.   A new chair massage practitioner has been 
approved.  The board determined that the room she rents in the yoga studio to  do 
massage does not constitute a “storefront”.  A new Henna body art vendor has been 
approved.  Heather would like to see the Henna artist use organic Henna.  
The Green Party (allowed to participate prior to an election) a Victoria Single Parent 
NFP and a Womens’ transition house and a Parks and Recreation NFP have been 
approved for vending.   BIKE RACKED  (MSM policy on raffles.)   Heather and Caroline 
will constitute the  review committee.   The small number of applications does not 
warrant additional committee members.

Byron reported on Food.   Byron will replace Morgan as Lead on the Food Review 
Committee.  The board needs food vendors reviewed and accepted asap.  Morgan has 
been unable to satisfy our time schedule both this year and last year so it is felt that a 
change would be in the best interests of the market.   (Keith to compose a letter to 
Morgan on this matter ). Byron is prepared to process the applications immediately.  
Claudia and Byron would like more MSM members to volunteer for this committee.  
There have been a number of vendor applicants from up island that have not been 
approved due to the distance especially if their food product is already being provided 
by a Victoria vendor. What constitutes “local” to be determined.  Kyle and Byron to  



finalize the forms for Food Vendors that will be used to inform the public of local/
nonlocal, organic/nonorganic ingredients used in their products.  Vendors will be asked 
to display prominent signs indicating their ingredient sources. (those already complying 
with labels on their product will not need to follow these guidelines.)   Commitment to 
the use of organic and locally sourced ingredients  (when available) is  a major factor in 
whether applicants are approved or not.  Application forms may not be specific enough.  
Though the Policy Manual covers the Organic/Local  issue  it is felt that not enough 
applicants read this prior to applying.  Possible revision of application forms to be 
considered.

Social Media Strategy 
Kyle to continue posting on Facebook and Twitter .  No personal attribution is required 
for posts at this time.  Soda Pop Campaign did not prove to be controversial.

Managers Report.
The manager needs Food applicants reviewed asap.  There are about 20% fewer 
reserved vendors this year though applications are still coming in.  BIKE RACK:
(Writeboard on possible graduated vendor fees to be discussed in future.  Other 
markets have reduced fees for farmers, for instance. )    Lots of advertising this year 
including Snaps, Black Press, Times Colonist, CTV, Shaw, the Zone, the Q .  
Van City Envirofund Grant submitted to finance Chef Demonstrations, food preparation, 
cooking at home demonstrations.   If not funded by grant Evelyn suggests we go ahead 
and do the program on a more limited basis funded by the MSM.

Policy 4.1  and 4.2
Discussion of the wording and intent of these two clauses.  Vendor has allowed another 
person to sell on her table without membership fee or farm review.  Situation  resolved 
because the person in question has applied for membership and vendor status.  Kyle 
will send out a reminder to venders to inform the manager if they have another vender 
selling at their table. The vender must have a MSM membership and have their 
products reviewed.  All people who share a table must be disclosed.

General discussion of what constitutes a new product that needs reviewing.  For 
instance, farmers who want to sell a prepared food item need that item reviewed by the 
food committee.   Adding new varieties of vegetables to your table does not require a 
review. 

BIKE RACK (terminology in Clarification section of policy manual)

Next meeting
Tuesday May 21 at 6:30 PM at Kyle’s (though we forgot to ask him if this would be ok)


